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Complex trauma

Onset, duration, frequency, and 
accumulation

Relationality

The role of early neglect

Revictimization



Impacts of trauma

Complex Trauma/Complex PTSD

 Disturbance of Self-Organization
 Identity/self-esteem

 Relationship

 Emotional regulation

The avoidance triad: Substance abuse, 
dissociation, and distress reduction behaviors 
(DRBs)

 DRBs

 Self-injury, compulsive sexual behavior, impulsive 
suicidality, bingeing/purging



The therapeutic relationship

Relational processing

 Triggers for early implicit attachment schema

 Activation of schema and source attribution 
errors

 Disparity/New information/Inhibitory learning



Mindfulness and compassion
 Moment-by-moment nonjudgmental 

attention to internal/external experience

 Openness to/acceptance of thoughts, feelings, and 
memories: “Inviting your pain to tea”

 Observation without attachment
 Metacognitive awareness: “Just” thoughts and feelings

 Therapist compassion
 Awareness of suffering, non-egocentric desire to 

assist, and non-power-laden intervention  

 Physiologic effects: Activation of attachment circuitry 
and modulation of distress



Development of emotional regulation 
capacity 

Grounding

Relaxation/breath training

Labeling and discrimination of emotional 
states

Trigger Management



Trigger Management
Teaches a version of metacognitive awareness

The trigger grid 
 What are triggers?

 Have you been triggered?

 What are your triggers?

 How do you know you have been triggered?

 What could you say/do?
 Grounding, metacognitive self-talk

 Delaying and reducing DRBs

 Urge/emotion “surfing”

 ReGAIN



ReGAIN

 Adapted from RAIN (McDonald, Kornfield, 
Brach)

 Recognize you are are triggered

 Ground yourself

 Accept experience but don’t act (pause the 
process)

 Investigate activation, link it to past

 Non-identify with source attribution errors
 Just because I think/feel what I am thinking/feeling 

doesn’t mean it’s true



Modified emotional processing

Titrated exposure

 Multiple targets and associations

 Client controls content and intensity of memory 
access and processing

 Shorter exposures

 Interspersal
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